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Abstract

Random time changes (RTC's) are right-continuous and non-decreasing ran-

dom functions passing the zero-level at 0. The behavior of such systems can be

studied from a randomly chosen time-point and from a randomly chosen level.

From the first point of view the probability characteristics are described by the

time-stationary distribution P. From the second point of view the detailed Palm

distribution ( DPD) is the ruling probability mechanism. The main topic of the

present paper is the relationship between P and its DPD. Under P, the origin falls

in a continuous part of the graph. Under the DPD, there are two typical situa-

tions: the origin lies in a jump-part of the extended graph or it lies in a continuous

part. These observations lead to two conditional DPD's. We derive two-step pro-

cedures which bridge the gaps between the several distributions. One step concerns

the application of a shift, the second is just a change of ineasure arranged by a

weight-function. The procedures are used to derive local characterization results

for the distributions of Palm type. We also consider simulation applications. For
instance, a procedure is mentioned to generate a simulation of the RTC as seen

from a randomly chosen level in a jump-part when starting with simulations from
a randomly chosen time-point. The point process with batch-arrivals is often used

as an applica,tion.



1 Introduction

Palm theory for queues and point processes (PP's) studies the relationship between

two probability mechanisms. Intuitively, the first -the time- stationary distribution P-

describes the probability behavior of random phenomena within the (queueing) system

as it is seen from a randomly chosen time-point. The second, the Palm distribution (PD)

Po, describes this behavior as it is seen from a randomly chosen occurrence (often an

arriving customer). See, e.g., Franken et al. (1981), Baccelli and Brémaud (1994), or

Sigman (1995) for a review. An important part of this Palm theory considers the direct

relationship between the distributions P and Po themselves. For instance, in Theorem

1.3.1 of Frankerr et al. (1981) the local characterization of the PD of a simple point

process is formulated. Intuitively this approximation theorem expresses that in a sense

Po can be considered as the conditional distribution of P given an occurrence in the

origin.

In Nieuwenhuis (1994) it is proved that this local characterization is uniform and the

rate of convergence is studied. Also, a two-step procedure is given to transform P

into Po (or vice versa). (See also Thorisson (1995) and Nieuwenhuis (1998)). Essentially,

Po arises from P by first shifting the origin to the last occurrence before it and then

changing the importance of the realizations by a weight function. The first step is based

on a shift, the second on a change of ineasure. This change of ineasure follows from

Theorem 2.1 in Nieuwenhuis (1989) where distributions are introduced which have the

same null-sets as the PD and which can serve as a bridge between P and Po. As an
immediate consequence of the simulation procedure in Section 14 of Thorisson (1995),

this theorem gives the opportunity to obtain a simulation from Po when starting with

simulations from the distribution P, in the case that the interarrival times are bounded
away from zero.

During the recent years the development of Palm theory has advanced. In Schmidt
and Serfozo (1995) an overview is given of Palm theory for random measures. In Miyaza-

wa and Schmidt (1997) Palm theory is applied in the context of risk processes, while

Miyazawa (1994) considers fluid queues. In Miyazawa et al. (1998) a general view on
Palm theory is presented by considering the random phenomenon of interest as a right-

continuous and non-decreasing randorn function passing the zero-level at zero, i.e. as

a random time change (RTC). This theory not only includes Palm theory for random

measures, but also includes the theory for non-simple queueing systems and fluid queues
with general jumps. For an RTC A two distributions of Palm type are considered. The
detailed Palm distribution (DPD) of A is the most important one in the sense that,

for instance, the ordinary Palm distribution (OPD) can immediately be obtained



from it. lntuitively the DPD of r1 arises by another random-choosing procedure: choose

a level at random on the vertical axis and shift the origin to the corresponding position

on the extended graph of A(i.e., the graph extended with the jump-parts).

In view of the advances of Palm theory for simple PP's via Palm theory for random

measures to Palm theory for general RTC's, it is natural to study the generalizations of

specific results like the local characterization theorem, the two-step procedure and the

simulation procedure. Especially these are interesting because they will give a better

understanding of rather new concepts like the DPD. In the present research we will

consider such generalizations for the DPD (and also the OPD) of RTC's. For the larger

part we will assume that the probabilit,y that the random function A(or its generalized

inverse) makes jumps is positive.

In Section 2 we will formulate the framework that is used. Some known results,

needed for the present research, are repeated. Under the DPD, there are two typical

types of realizations of the RTC. For the first type the origin lies in a jump-part of the

extended graph, for the second type in a continuous part. So, the DPD is a mixture

of two condit,ional DPD's. In two lemma's we study independencies under the several

distributions. In Section 3 we derive several relations which express easy transitions

from one distribution to another. Essentially, they express transformations by a two-

step procedure. One step concerns a shift of the origin. The other step changes the

importance of the realizations by way of a weight function and just means a change of

measure. Emphasis wil be on transition frorn P to the two conditional DPD's. The topic

of Section 4 is how to approximate one distribution under the regime of another. For
instance in the case that P is the ruling distribution, we derive local characterization of
the conditional DPD's. The limit results turn out to be uniform. As an application, we
also consider local characterization of Palm probabilities in the case of an arrival process
with batches. In Section 5 we apply the results of Sections 3 and 4 by considering
simulation procedures. For instance, a version of the RTC as seen from a randomly
chosen )evel in its jump-parts can be derived from versions as seen from a randomly
chosen time-point. Again, things are considered for a point process with batch-arrivals.

2 Preliminaries

Let (52,.~) be a measurable space supporting the right-continuous, non-decreasing ran-
dom function A on R for which

lim n(~) - foo ana n~o-) ~ o ~ n(o)~yt~
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for all w E S2. We call n a random tínae change, RTC for short. The extended graph

F(w) of n(.,w) is the subset of RZ consisting of the graph of n(.,w) supplied with the

vertical jump-parts. In practice often the canonical setting is considered. That is, f2 is

taken as the set G of all right-continuous and non-decreasing functions g: R--~ R with

lim g(t) - foo, passing the zero-level at zero. We will, however, consider the general,
tyt~
abstract set-up.

We will always assume that a family 0-{O~t,y~ :(t, x) E R~} of transformations

exists - possibly on a larger measurable space (S2,.F) - in such a way that the (random)

extended graph F of n is consistent with 0, and that the family O behaves on I' like a

group. Le., we assume that:

(i) For all w E S2, (t, x) E F(w) and (s, y) E F(O~~,zlw) we have

(a) n(., o~t,z~w) - n(t -~ .,w) - x,

(b) ~~S~Y~1~~t,xlw) - ~(s}t~x}y)w.

Note that in the canonical setting this assumption is trivially satisfied: just take SZ as

the set G arising from C by omitting the condition about passing the zero-level, and

define Olt,xly by g(t -~ -) - x. For details we refer to Miyazawa et al. (1998).

The right-continuous inverse function n'(., w) is defined by

n'(x,w) - sup{s E R: n(s,w) G x}, x E R.

Hence, n' is another RTC. From the two-dimensional family O we define two one-

dimensional groups, {Bt : t E 1R} and {rtr : x E R}, of transformations by

Btw :- Oii,~i~,wi~w and g~w - Ol~~~~,~,l,xlw, w E S2 and t, x E R.

lt. follows immediately that, for all w E f2 and t, s, x, y E R,

n(t) o es - n(t -~ s) - n(s),
n'(y) o n~ - n'(y -~ x) - n'(x),
n'(x) o ot - n'(x ~ n(t)) - t,
n(t) o~z - n(t f n'(x)) - x,
rjz o 9t - r1~tn(~) and Bi o~Jx - ettn'(~)~



The transformations 4t and ~T will be called shifts. By Lemma 2.3 of the above reference,
the two invariant ~-fields of the B-shifts and the rl-shifts coincide. We denote this v-field

by Z and note that Z-measurable functions on S2 are invariant under all shifts of both
types.

We next introduce a probability measure P on (S2,.P). We will always assume that

under P, the 4-group is stationary and the long-run average A:- IimA(t)~t is positive
and finite. Le.,

(ii) P(Bi lA) - P(A) for all t E R and A E .P,

(iii) P(0 G A G oo) - 1.

So, we assume that the RTC A satisfies (i)-(iii). These assumptions are sufficient to
consider the probability measure P~, the detailed Palm distribution (DPD) of P w.r.t.
A. It is defined by

I ~(1)
P~(A) - E nf lA o~Zdx~ , A E.P. (2.2)

In Miyazawa et al. (1998) it is proved that all shifts ~y,y E R, are measure preserving
under P~. So, the rl-group is stationary under P~. It is also proved that the following
inversion forrnula holds:

1 ~'(1)
P(A) - E~ nf lA o Bsds~ , A E .P, (2.3)

and that P~ and P are dual in the sense that the DPD of P~ w.r.t A' gives P in
return. Here A' :- limA'(t)~t - 1~A, and E~ denotes expectation under P~. Another~y~
distribution of Palm type is also considered, the well-known ( ordinary) Padm distribution
Po (shortly OPD) of P w.r.t. A. It is defined below with the right-hand form as the
most Icnown:

1 ~(i)
Po(A) - E n f 1.4 o B~,lrldx~ - E~Áfo'lll.q o 9tA(dt)~ , A E.P. (2.4)

The relationship between P, P~, and Po is further expressed in the following formulas.
Here Eo denotes expectation under Po, and A{0} :- A(0) - A(0-) is the jump-size at
0. The expressions in (2.6) hold both P- and P~-a.s.
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0
Po(A) - P~(4óiA) and P~(A) - Eo ~A{0}~n{o}lA

o~zdx , (2.5)

i 1 y
th~t ~ lA o ~sds - P(A~T) and yim ~~ lA o~xdx - P~(A~I), (2.6)

~

v1 y
y~n~y~ P~rh'A~ dx - P~(A) and y i.m y~ P (B~ ~z1A~ dx - Po(A), (2.7)

~

t
lim- f P~ (BS'A~ ds - P(A); A E .P.
ty~ t o

These relations have very natural and intuitive meanings in the canonical case. For

instance, the left-hand part of (2.7) indicates that - starting with P- we can obtain P~

by randomly choosing a level x on the positive half-line and shifting the origin to the

position on the extended graph which corresponds to this level. The OPD can be

obtaíned by shifting (if necessary) this randomly chosel level x up to the position on the

graph. For more details we again refer to Miyazawa et al. (1998). In this reference

it is also proved that every random measure A' which satisfies the usual assumptions

in random measure theory, can be characterized by a suitably chosen RTC A satisfying

(i)-(iii). Hence, this RTC setting includes the random measure framework.

Since so rnany distributions are involved, we will sometimes attach the distribution

to describe a property. For instance, we will talk about P-independency if independency

under P is meant. P~-distributed means distributed under P~.

If A is continuous and strictly increasing (with probability one), then A nor A' makes

jrimps. This case will be shortly considered now, under the assumption that, with

probabilit.y one, A is almost everywhere differentiable. At first, note that P~ and Po

coincide because of continuity. Writing .~(.,w) for the derivative of A(.,w) it follows

immediately from the assumptions that, at least P-a.s.,

~(t, w) - a(0, ~~w) for almost all t E R.

By the right-hand side of (2.4) we obtain that



Pn(A) - Po(a) - E~~`~o) lA~ , A E.~.

So, Pn arises from P by changing the importance of the realizations by way of the weight

function a(0)~i1. That is, Pn describes a change of ineasure.

The case that A makes jumps is more complicated. For the larger part of the present

research we will assume that. A makes jumps, i.e. that

(iv) p:- Pn(A{0} 1 0) is positive.

The ca.se that A is continuous (that is, p- 0) while its graph has horizontal parts,

implies that A' makes jumps. This case can easily be treated by using the duality

property meritioned above and will be considered shortly in Section 3.

Assunre that ( iv) is satisfied. Let T;, i E Z, be the ( random) jump times at which
the RTC jurnps, under the convention that -.- G T-1 G To G 0 G Tr G Tz G~..
Furthermore, set D; :- A(T;-) and S; :- A(T;), i E Z. If q:- 1- p- Pn(A{0} - 0) is

also positive, then there are - under Pn - two typical types of realizations. The important
point here is the position of the origin: it falls in a jump-part of the extended graph, or

in a continuous part. Set

Prn :- Pn(.In{o} ~ o) and PzA : - Pn(-In{o} - o).

The two types of realizations are just versions of the RTC under Prn and PzAi respectively.
Note that

Pn - pPin -~ 4Pzn.

Note that it is not forbidden that D; - S;-r equals zero, i.e. that A does not increase on
(T;-I,T;). We want to identify the non-empty intervals (S;-r,D;) on the vertical axis.
For i E Z, let Ií (i) be the index of the ith jump-time in order for which Dx~;~tr - Sk~;l is
strictly positive, with the convention that K(1) ) 1 and IC(0) G 0. Set T;' :- Tx~;l, S; :-
!1(T; ) and D;~r :- A(TK~;It~-). Note that D,`tr is not necessarily equal to A(T;~r-),
and that D,'}1 - S, 1 0. Furthermore, set

II :- T' , U' :- Tr , U' :- So and U" :- Di
T, - To T; - Tó So - Do - D; - Sa .
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(The definitions of U' and U" require that q) 0.) Note that U" - Dl~(DI - So) Psn-
a.s. sincePn(A(t)~Oforallt)0)-1by(2.2).

Lemma 2.1. Assume that A satisfies (i)-(iv). Then

(a) For all t E R it holds that B~ 1.P and U' are independent under Pln, while U' is
uniform (0,1) distributed.

(b) For all n E Z it holds that BTn,~ and U are independent under P, while U is

uniform (0,1) distributed.

(c) Let q 1 0. For all n E Z it holds that 6Tn,P and U' are independent under P,

while U' is uniform (0, 1) distributed.

(d) Let g 1 0. For all n E Z it holds that 6Tn.~ and U" are independent under P2n,
while U" is uniform (0,1) distributed.

Proof. I.et f and g be suitably measurable functions. Denote the number of S;'s in
(0, y] by M(y). By (2.7) and (2.1) we have, since A'(x) - T; for all x E (D;, S;),

Ein(.Í~(U~)9 o et) -

py~~E (v~y.Í(U~ o qx) ' g O Bt O rls ' 1(A{o}~0) o~7xdx)

M(v) S, `

- py!~E y~ f(S,-pi I dx . g o Bt}T,~
i-1 ~~~

1 M(v)
- ~f f (x)dx.yiy~E y ~ (9 o BefT (S~ - Di))~ .

,-i

Applying the above for f- 1, yields for general f and g:

i
Ein(.f(U~)9 o es) - f.!(x)dx ~ Ein(9 0 8~).0

Part (a) follows. Parts (b) and (c) can be proved in a similar way by using (2.8) and
splitting (0, t] into the parts (T;-1i T;] and (T;'1, T;'], respectively. For (d) we use (2.7)
again and split (0,y] into the intervals (S;-1,D;]; note that U" - Dr~(Dl - So) under

Pzn- ~
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We need more definitions. Set

T; - T;-~ T;' - T;'1-[1 and ó A i E Z (2.10)y;-i -- ,-~ -- , ,S,-, - D;-, D~ - Si-1

TI Ti
X:- Uryo - So - DoÁ and Y:- U'óo - Di - So Á, (2.11)

provided that these random variables are well-defined. (For instance, the definition of

Ó;-1 requires tha,t both p and q are positive.)

Lemma 2.2. Assume that A satisfies (i)-(iv). Then:

(a) U and -yo are P-independent. If q) 0, then U' and óo are P-independent.

(b) U' and -yo are Pl~-independent.

(c) If q 1 0, then U" and óo are P2A-independent.

(d) The conditional P-distribution of X given ryo is uniform (0,yo).

(e) If q 1 0, then the conditional P-distribution of Y given bo is uniform (0, bo).

Proof. Since yo - yo oBTo, óo - ó0 oBTo , and yo - yo 040, the parts (a), (b) and (c) follow
imrnediately from Lemma 2.1. For nonnegative a and b we obtain, by conditioning on
ryo, that

P(7o G a and X G b) - E~1(7oSd) ~1
n~~~~ryo

cf. (2.11) and (a). A similar result holds for bo and Y. Parts (d) and (e) follow immedi-
ately. p

We end this section with a well-known, general result. Let Q1, Q2 and Q be probability
rneasures on a common measurable space. Supose that the null-sets of Q are also null-sets
of both Q1 and Q2. Let h; be the density of Q; w.r.t. Q(i - 1, 2). Then

2 SÁ ~Qr(A) - QZ(A)I - f I h~ - h2~dQ. (2.12)

(See, e.g., Nieuwenhuis (1998) for a short proof.)
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3 Two-step procedures

At first sight there seem to be large gaps between the distribution P on one hand and the

distributions of Palm type on the other hand. However, the gaps can be bridged by simple
two-step procedures, all consisting of a change of ineasure followed by a shift operation (or

vice versa). For the simple PP case, it is well-known that the time-stationary distribution

P can be transformed into the PD by a two-step procedure. First the origin is shifted to
the last arrival on its left, then the importance of the realizations is changed by a change

of ineasure. In this section we will study similar bridging procedures for the general RTC
case.

In view of Lemma 2.1 we can, in a sense, consider

a:- Do ~- U(So - Do) and r :- Só ~- U`(Di - S~) (3.1)

as arbitrarily chosen positions in the intervals (Do, So) and (So, Dl ), respectively. With
this observation in mind the following theorem is intuitively obvious.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be an RTC which sat,isfies ( i)-(iii).

(a) If p 7 0, then P(~ó'A) - pFrn(7olA), A E.~.

(b) If p, q~ 0, then P(r~;rA) - qE2A(óolA), A E.~.

Proof. (a). The proof is mainly based on (2.6) and (2.8). Let the number of jump times
in the interval (0, t] be denoted by N(t). Since

r~o o Bs - rlcl.9) with L(s) :- D;-~ -1- T~ - s (S;-r - D;-r)T; - T;-r

for all w E S2 and s between T,-~(w) and T;(w), we obtain (by splitting the integral and
changing the variable of integration):

P(~ó~A) - limEnt--.~
1 N~`) jr. 1
-~J lAOr~ooBsdsl
t '-~ T,-, f
1 N~t) s,-~

- lim E,~ i~ fD l,r o r)x ' T~-T~-' dxt~~ ~ 5~-,-D:-~,-i ~

- ~li~En
Att) A(t Jonl~)lA o riz ' ( o~-o ) on~ ' lU{o}~o) o rlxdx

- En AEn ln ~ S,o - Do ~ 11n{o}~o)~ZII - PErn(7olA).C- C ~' - To
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The proof of (b) is similar. Let N`(t) be the number of T;"s in (0, t].

P(ri7r A) - lim Fn
tyx

lim En~~~o

limEn~~~

En

1 ~~i~) T:
~ lA 0 7,T O ey(~S

t :-r T~ i

~ ~~ ~~~~ 1 O l1!~ - ~~ ~~`-i ~A ~x D.-g.
t ;-i s~-i '

r A(~) I n~~l ~Ti -Tó )on:
1 t A(t)~ lA 0~x ~~i-Sólon: ItA{o}-0) ~~x(i?~
` Ti - Tó

( nEn IA . Di - So I~n{o}-ollz - qE2n(bolA).

As a consequence of part (a), the distributions Pln and Pr~ór have the same null sets: if

a staternent holds Prn-a.s. then it holds P~7v 1-a.s., and vice versa. The transformation

of Prn into P~ó r as expressed in part (a) is nothing but a change of ineasure. In order

to arrange this, the weight function p-yo, i.e. the Radon-Nikodym density of Pr~ó' w.r.t.

Pln, is used to change the importance of the realizations. Similar remarks can be made

for part (b).

Since yo and óo are invariant under the shifts ~o and r~„ we have

Pln(A) - 1 E~ 1lA o ria~ and PZn(A) - 1 E( I lA o~r) ,
P `70 9 bo

Pn(A)-EI 1 1AOr~o~ fE(11AOr~r~, AE.P, (3.3)
`7o so

if ~ and q are positive. Consequently,

E~~~ 1 and E~11
1

`?'o - P - Ein(7a) ` boJ - 4 ~ Ezn(bo)

The fractions of the increase of the random function A caused by jumps and continuous
parts are just the fractions p and q, respectively.

Recall the definitions of U' and U" below ( 2.9). Set V :- To -}. U'(Tl - To) and

W:- Tó ~- U"(Tl - T~ ). In a sense qo and Bv ( and also ~, and Byy) are inverse
transformations. This is expressed in the following relations.

~v o~o - ~o, and r7o o Bv - r1o Pln-a.s.; (3.4)
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Bw o qT - Bo, and r~T o ~w - rlo Pzn-a.s.; (3.5)

r~o o~1V -~Do-(soI(Di-So))(So-Do) if Tó - To and T~ - Tl; (3.6)

71r o 4v - rlso-(~~ol(so-Do))(D~-so) if Tó - To and T~ - Tl. (3.7)

As a consequence of 'I'heorem 3.1, (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain, for all A E.~,

P(A) - pEin(-yol,~ 0 4v) if p) 0, (3.8)

P(A) - 9Ezn(óoln o Bw) if P,9) 0. (3.9)

Theorem 3.1 and Relations (3.2), (3.8) and (3.9) can be summarized in the following
diagrams, where -r rneans that the corresponding probability measures have the same

null-sets.

P ~ P~n~vr P ~ Pznew

qv ~ ~ rlo q7 ~ ~ qT
Pr~ó ~ ~ Ptn PrIT' ~ Pzn

(3.10)

The left-hand diagrarn expresses that the Radon-Nikodym density of P w.r.t. PrnBvr, i.e.
p7o, is not affected by applying the shift r~a (cf. Th. 3.1(a) and (3.8)). Transformation
of P into Pln (or vice versa) can be arranged by either of two two-step procedures. The
first, procedure goes clockwise, with the first step being a change of ineasure and the
second the application of the shift r~o (or Bv ). The second two-step procedure works
counter-clockwise with the steps in reversed order. For the right-hand diagram similar
observations hold. See also p. 47 of Nieuwenhuis (1994) for the PD in the simple point
process case, and Sections 4 and 5 in `I'horisson (1995).

For complet,eness, we note that the above results can (if p, q ) 0) also be used to
t,ransform PzA into Prn or vice versa. Application of (3.2) and (3.9), and (3.2) and (3.8)
respectively yield:

( óo ~
Pln(A) - qEzn 1` ln o no o B w , (3.11)

p ?'ooew
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P2n(A) - ~Ern(ryo lA o r~ 0 9~); A E.P.
4 bo T

(3.12)

See also (3.6) and (3.7).

We next investigate the consequences for Po, the OPD of A. Set Po :- Po(.~A{0} 1 0)

and Po - P~(.~A{0} - 0). By (2.5) it follows immediately that

Po - pf,o -~ 9Po Po - P1nBó 1 and Po - P2n. (3.13)

Consequently, the above right-hand diagram can also be used for P2. For Po it follows
from (3.13), (3.2), (3.8) and (2.5) that

Po(A) - ~ E~~o lA o BTo~ and P(A) - pEo
~A{0} JOT ~ lA o B,,ds~ , (3.14)

A E.P. Here Eo denotes expectation under Po. With P' defined by

P'(A) :- 1E~1 lA I, A E.P, (3.15)
P ?'o j

we obtain the following diagram:

P -~ P'

~To 1 J ~To

PBT' ~ Po

Similar to the diagrams in (3.10), this diagram gives two two-step procedures to generate
Po from P, clockwise or counter-clockwise. In fact this is the immediate generalization
of the diagram in Nieuwenhuis (1994) if OPD's are concerned. See also Thorisson (1995).

Example 3.1. Let A-~ be a, not necessarily simple, point process (i.e., an RTC with
p- 1 and integer-valued jump-sizes) which satisfies (i)-(iii). The relationships between
P, the DPD, and the OPD follow immediately from the above theory. However, in
Miyazawa et aL (1998) it was uoted that t.he following distribution is of more interest:

P~ -- P~rlar, (3.16)
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with a:- max{~(0)-i : i E 1~io and ~(0)-i G 0} the largest non-positive number which

is integer-distanced from ~(0). The distribution P~ has nice stationarity properties, can

"distinguish between simultaneous arrivals within a batch of arrivals", and is (for the

present time change set-up) the equivalence of a similar distribution in Brandt et al

(1990). It follows immediately that Po - P~Bó 1 - P~Bá 1. From this result, (3.2) and

(3.14) we obtain immediately that

~ T1

P~(A) - E, `(T~{
~})~

l.a o r![ol~ and P(A) - E~ (~{0} Jo
lA o BS ds, (3.17)

~-

where [Q] is the largest number in [Do, Q] which is integer-distanced from Do. Especially

the left-hand part is of interest. It ensures that the time-stationary distribution P can be

transformed into the distribution P~ by a two-step procedure, consisting of a change of

measure and the application of the shift ~[ol. These observations are not only of interest

for getting a good understanding of P~, but also for simulation purposes. See Section 5.

~

For completeness, we end this sec.tion with shortly considering the case that p- 0,

i.e. A is continuous, but A has constant parts. That is, p:- P(A'{0} ) 0) is positive.

In Miyazawa et al (1998) it is noticed that Pn and P are dual in the sense that the

DPD of Pn w.r.t. A' is equal to P. From the arguments in Section 4 of this reference it

follows irnmediately that the results in the present research remain valid if A is replaced

by A', P by Pn, Pn by P, B by ~, and ri by B. In this context we also replace functions

of A by functions of A', adding a prime in the notations. For instance, T;' is the ith

occurrence of A', Dí :- A'(T;-), S; :- A'(T;), and o' :- Do -~ Tl(Só - Dó)~(Ti - Tó).
Set Pi(B) :- P(B~A'{0} ) 0). With these considerations in mind, we can (for instance)

deduce from Theorem 3.1(a), (3.2) and (3.8) that

Pn(~olA) - PEi(7ó1~),
P(A) - l~ En ~ 1, lA o 8~~~ ,

P `70

Pn(A) - PEi(7ólA o rlv'); A E .P.
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4 Local characterization of PD's

The PD of a point, process with only single arrivals is often described as a conditional

distribution, given an arrival in the origin. This intuitive interpretation of the PD is

justified by t,he well-known local characterization theorem. In the present section we

will consider local aspects of Palm theory for general RTC's. At first we derive a result

which specializes to Dobrushin's lemma in case of an ergodic PP. Then we prove results

which give local characterizations of the conditional DPD's and OPD's. In case of an

arrival process with batches, this leads to a heuristic interpretation of P~ as a conditional

distribution.

Let F be the P-distribution function of X- Uryo - T1A~(So - Do) (cf. (2.11)) and

suppose that p) 0. By Lemma 2.2(d) and Theorem 3.1(a) we have for all t) 0:

F(t) - P(x ~ t) - E ~ t n I~ - pErn(t n ryo)
ryo

- P fó Pin(?o 7 s)ds.

Hence, F is differentiable with derivative F'(t) - pPln(ryo ~ t). Again by Theorem

3.1(a), we obtain:

F(t) - P(ryo ~ t) -~ ptP~n(ryo ~ t), t~ o. (4.2)

From this it follows immediately that F(t) ~ ptPin(7o ~ t) and that

f~'(t) - pE,n(ryol(ryo ~ t)) - ptP~n(ryo ~ t) ~ pt ~ o f pt.

Consequently,

lim 1 F(t,) - p if p) 0.
~lo t

If A-~ is a simple, ergodic PP with intensity .~, then (4.3) can be rewritten as
P(~(0, t] ] 0) - at f o(i), as t--~ 0. This is just Dobrushin's lemma; see, e.g., Baccelli
and Brémaud (1994; p. 39).

If both p and q are positive, we can derive similar results for the P-distributíon
function G of Y (cf. (2.11)): just replace p and yo in (4.1)-(4.3) by q and óo. The same
holds for the Prn- and the P2n- distribution functions H and J of
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7i :- U' 1- ~0 1 and 72 :- (1"1- D' 1
-yo T, - 1 ó Á óo 'l; - Tó Á

respectively. Just replace (p, P,n, yo, P) by (l~p, P,1~7o, Prn) and (l~q, P, 1~ó0~ Pzn)~
respectively. (I'or the proofs, we use Lemma 2.2, parts (b) and (c).)

Recall t,hat U- T,~(T, - 7ó) and X- T,!1~(So - Do). For a simple and ergodic

PP, local charact.erization expresses that Po(A) can be approximated by the conditional

probabilit,ies P(OT1A~T, C l~n), as n --~ oo, leading to the well-known intuitive interpre-

tation of Po as a condit,ional distribution under P. (See, e.g., Theorem 10 in Nieuwenhuis

(1994) for a uniform version.) In view of this observation, one might expect that, in the

general RTC case, the conditional probabilities P(ri„rA~X C l~n) tend to Prn(A) as
n-~ oo. Note in this context that

(So-Do)or~o-So-Do and Doorla--U(So-Do).

With Uó :- -Do~(So - Do) - 1 - U', we obtain by Theorem 3.1 and (4.1) that

f' ~7~-'A~X C '-) -
E ~lq 07~0 . 1tU~,~ió ~ OT~o J

E,n ~ln?'olt~o~,ót~

( i
ErAl70 n n)

The choice A-(U~ C 1~2) makes clear that in general (4.5) will not tend to Pln(A).
Studying (4.5) in rnore detail yields that a reason might be that, in spite of Lemma 2.1(b),
t,he randorn variable U in X- Uryo is P-dependent of A. Let Ul be another uniform
(0,1) random variable on (S2,,P, P), but U, is assumed to be P-independent of ~ór.P
(Here we assume that 52 is rich enough to support such a variable.) By conditioning on
the cr-field generated by yo we obtain that

1 1 n

P ~'~o ~A~~'~~o ` n~ - ~(1~E l~n(~ n ~o )) -: Pn(A).
- ( ï0 )

A similar relation can be obtained in terms of r and óo. Suppose that U2 is a uniform
(0,1) random variable which is P-independent of ~i r,P. Then we have:

E(1 n ,~o ) (4 5

1 E(lAOr)T-(lnráó))
P~nT'AI~2óo ~-~ - E(i n'bó ) -. Qn(A). (4.7)n
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the liTC.1 satisfies (i)-(iii). Then

F(F(')~p) -, 0
sup IPn(~) - Pln(A)I - 1- n
AE~ F(n)

G(~(' )~P) -, 0

AEP
~Qn(`4) - P2n(A)~ - 1- G`( 1)

n

as n--~ oo, provided that p is positive, and both p and q are positive, respectively.

Proof. Set h(n) - F(l~n)~p. By Theorem 3.1 it follows immediately that the null-

sets of Pln are also null-sets of Pn. By (2.12) the supremum in (4.8) is equal to

Ezn~?o n(l~n) - h(rz)~~(2h(n)). This in turn can be written as a summation of PIn-
and P-probabilities by restricting to (ryo G h(n)), (h(n) G 7o C l~n), and (yo 1 l~n),

and applying Theorem 3.1(a). The equality in (4.8) follows by properly applying (4.2).

The convergence in (4.8) is a consequence of (4.3): replace t by F(l~n)~p. The proof of
(4.9) is similar. O

Remark 4.1. Note that P„ and Qn do not depend on Ul and U2i respectively. Since
IAO~oor~o - IAOOTo and since (cf. Lemma2.1) U- Tl~(Tz-To) is indeed P-independent
of OT1.F, it follows immediately that

sup ~P ~~T'A~X c 1~ - P,n ~Bó lA) -~ 0
AE~ ` o n

(4.10)

as rz -; oo. Since PinBó 1 is just the conditional OPD (cf. (3.13)), result (4.10) is for
the present R'I'C-setting the generalization of Theorem 10 in Nieuwenhuis (1994). See
also Thorisson (1995) for a process with cycles setting. If p- 1(i.e., if A is a pure jump
process), then (4.10) expresses local characterization of the OPD of A. It is well-known
in the case of simple PP's. O

Unfortunately, we had to choose an abstract uniform (0,1) random variable Ul -that
is, not a concrete function of A- to arrange the desired independence and the local char-
acterization in (4.8); recall the arguments between (4.5) and (4.6). As a corollary, (4.8)
does, for a general RTC, not lead to a nice heuristical interpretation of Pln. Howev-
er, in special cases Ul can be shaped. We investigate local characterization of P~, the
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suitable distribution of detaíled Palm type in case the RTC is a not necessarily simple

point process ~; see Example 3.1. As usual, we assume that within a batch the arrivals

are ordered. Although P~ - P~rtá', we can't use an approach as in Remark 4.1 since

ga o rtQ - rtlo~ depends on U, and U and ~7~o~.F are P-dependent. It seems that we really

need an abstract uniform (0,1) random variable as Ur in (4.6). However, in the present

PP case we still can choose Ur as a function of ~. Recall that T,-1 is the (í - 1)th jump-

time, and that. S;-1 - D,-1 is the corresponding jump-size (which is now integer-valued),

i E Z. We devide the interval [T;-1iT;) into S;-1 - D,-1 subintervals of equal lengths by

defining the intermediate times

T; - T; - ~
T~-r,i :- T~-r f 7 S;-r - Di-1 ; 7 - 0, ..., S;-r - D;-i .

For s between T;-r,~-1 and T,-r,~ we have:

(4.11)

rla o rto 0 9s - r1S~-,-„ .7 - 1, ... , S;-r - D,-r. (4.12)

Let Tr and 'lo respectively be the smallest positive and the largest non-positive interme-

diate times in [To,T~], and set U:- Tr~(T~ - To). Note that U- Tr(So - Do)~(Ti - To)

and that U7~ - Tl~. Part (b) below expresses local characterization of P~.

Theorem 4.2. Let ~ be a PP which satisfies Assumptions (i)-(iii). Then:

(a) g~o~.~ and U are independent under P, while U is uniform (0,1) distributed.

(b) sup
AE~

Proof.

P(g~o~ A 7,~ c'-a~ - P~(A) --~ 0.

(a) Let f and g be suit,ably measurable functions. Denote the number of T;'s in (0, t]

by N(t). By (2.8), and by splitting ( 0, t] into the parts (T;-1i T;] and splitting these

intervals in turn into the sub-intervals constituted by the intermediate times, we

obtain that
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L~~~ ~l ~~9 o r,~. o tl„~ -
N(l) 5~~-i-1~,-, ff~-~a1 ~ ~ 'l,-,,; - s

litn l~;,u Í ' 9 o rJs,-,-i~Gr~'w t ~-t s ~~-~,,-~ ~i-t,i - Ts-s,i-tJ-
~ 1 N(l) ~t - 7i-r 5,-,-U -,

- ~ f(7c~rlv. . litn G~ ~- ~ ~ 9 o rls,-, -i
u i~~ t t-t S~-r - U~-t -ti-

s
- f .rcu.~dt,. . ,r; ~g o ,,n o ~o~ .

0

Il~~rc tlse I,Isird equaJity follows for general f and q, by applying the second equality

forf -1.

(b) 'I'Isis follows frorn ( 9.(i) and ( 4.8), replacing A bY ,)~' ~1, IIr by U, and .~ bY ~~ r.~-.

O

Rernark 4.2. I~'or a Itcuristic intcrpret,ation of part, (b) of t,he ttreorem, recall that

worl:in~; uud~~r I' tnca,ns t,lsat t.hc origin is uniformly situa.t.ed in t,he interval (To,Tr); cf.

(Z.ti) in tlsc pres~~nt resea,rcL and Retnark 9.1 in Miyazawa et al. (1998). Hence, letting t

t~~nd i.ci zc,ro wit.lt Tt c t itnplics tlsat, "in the end" the origin falls in an intermediate time,

Il~l unitic~s of (Ts -7ó)~(,4~- I)u) away from Tt. Here the integcr-valued random variable

Al ia (condil,ion~rlly) nniforntLy disl,ributed on { 1, ..., So - Do}. But in this ultimate

situai ion, a s~qua.ls I)~ ~ M. llence, heuristically, P~ arises from P by conditioning on

t.ht~ urit;in fa.lling in an intcrntcdiate time, and - with rn intermediat,e times on its right

in (0,"I'i]-nioviu~ t,lse origin I,o tlrc~ nath arriva.l in order within the last batch of arrivals

on il.s I~~fl.. O

Ol,viottsly, t.ransil~ions from P to Pr~ and to PzA (as described above) are important

fur gc~iting a, good undcr5tauding of thc DPD of an RTC. P'or completeness, we shortly
cuntiiclcr t.ransitions t,ltc ot,hcr way round: frorn Pr~ to P and from P2A to P. Since ev

and Ost. :trs~ iu a sensc the iuvcrse shifts of ~o and ~r respectively (see (3.4) and (3.5)),

Ilsc followinh rrnults ar~~ obvions:

, i ~~a ) Iss~
` 1`t o ~r~ . `1 n rt~~~I s~ ~0~, ~l~- c-~ - -: I~,~~~), (4.13)

70 - rt Etn (1 n 70~
n



r 1 Ezn(lAOBN.~(inóc))
P2n I ~iylA~ b~ C iJ - fia n -: Sn(A),

` o Ezn(1 n -)
n

(414)

A E .P. Here G~3 and U4 are uniform (0,1) random variables, Pln-independent of Bvl,~-

and PzA-independent of Oiy,P, respectively. By using the distribution functions H and J

of Zl and Z2 (see (4.4)), it can be proved that R~(A) and Sn(A) tend to P(A), uniformly

over A E .P.

5 Simulation applications

P describes the random behavior of the RTC as it is seen from a randomly chosen time-

point (on the horizontal axis), P~ as it is seen from a randomly chosen level (on the

vertical axis). Under P, a typical realization will have its origin in a continuous part

of the graph, but it might be constant on a small interval (0, e). Under Pn, there are

two types of typical realizations. For the first type the origin is in a jump-part, for the

second it lies in a continuous part but the time change is strictly increasing on (0, e)

for e small enough. In the present section we will especially consider procedures for

generating these two types of realizations when starting with realizations typical under

P. The procedures originate from Asmussen et al. (1992) and Thorisson (1995). In the

case of a PP with multiple arrivals, the main procedure generates a version of the PP

as seen through the eyes of an arbitrarily chosen arrival within a batch of simultaneous
arrivals in the origin.

At first we generate a version of the RTC under Pln, starting with independent

versions under P. Let p be positive. For a version A~ of A we will occasionally wríte
T~ ~l , T~ ~~l (for j E L)~ Sónl, D ó~~, Dini, Sol~l, Do~nl, Di~~i, ryó~l, bó~~, ~a, Tn, Vn, and Wn in
accordance with the corresponding definitions in Sections 2-4. For a positive and fixed
constant. b, the recursive procedure (for n E I[v) with the steps

1. generate a version A„ of the RTC under P, independent of A1, ..., An-1

G. SCt l1OTL .- ~T ~ ~On

3. generate under P a uniform (0,1) observation U,,., independent of Ul, ..., Un-1 and

n01 ~ . . . i nOn

4. stop the procedure as soon as Un C ó~ryón~ and set M :- min{n E IlV : Un G b~ryonl },
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leads to the version Aoni. For measurable functions f we obtain that

E(f (AOM)) - ~E(f(AOn)1(M-n))
n-100

Note that

- ~E(f(AOn)11UnGb~yon)~)P(M i 7l - 1)
n-1

- E(f(Aor)llu,~t~,~o~~l).E(NI).

E(M) - ~(P(v~ ~ b ~7o'')n -1~P(v, ~ b~~ro'~),
n-o

E(.i(Aona)) -
Elf(Aorlv)'

`ln o~~

E ln b~
70

Ern (f(A) 7o n b))
Ern (7o n b)

.

See Theorem 3.1(a) for the last equality; see also ( 4.6). By Theorem 4.1(a), the P-
distribution of the version Ao,N of the RTC tends to the Pln-dístribution of the RTC as
b tends to zero from above. If P(ryo ) b) - 1, it follows immediately that E(f(Ao,yf)) -
Eln(f(A)). The following intuitive statement declares what is going on (renaming Ao,y
aS AOM)~

l1óM is a typical version of the RTC as seen from a level chosen at random
in its jump-parts,

provided that -yo is bounded away from zero.

In the case that A-~ is a PP with multiple arrivals, the above procedure can easily
be adapted to generate a version of the PP as seen under P~. That is, to generate
a version as seen through the eyes of an arbitrarily chosen arrival within a batch of
simultaneous arrivals in the origin. Just replace step 2 by Aon :- A„ o r~a~ o r~an, replace
all A's by ~'s, and recall that in this case Plnr~~ l is just P~.

If both p and q are positive, a similar procedure leads to a typical version of the RTC
as seen under P2A: just replace (Qn,yonl) by (rn,bónl). By Theorems 3.1(b) and 4.1(b),



we obtain t.hat the P-distribution of the version AoM which follows from the adapted

procedure, tends to the Pz~-distribution of the RTC ( as 6 J, 0), and

A~tif is a typical version of the RTC as seen from a level chosen at random
(5.3)

in its continuous parts,

provided t.hat óo is bounded away from zero.

With (3.8), (3,9), (4.13) and (4.14) in mind, we can also formulate procedures which

work the other way round. Starting with versions An under Pr~ or P2Ai we just have to

replace (b, P, r~o,,, 7on~) in the procedure by (l~b, Pr~, 8~,,, l~yon~) or (1~6, PZ~, 4yy,,, l~óónl)

The respective versions Ao,y are both versions of the RTC under P.

For completeness we note that - under a similar boundedness condition -(3.11) (or

(3.12)) leads to a procedure to derive an observation under Pr~ (or P2~), when starting

with observations of the RTC under Pza (or Pla). Among more, we have to replace r~o„

bY rlo„ o ~w„ (or ~1T„ 0 0~).
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